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Winter is Coming

With Europe’s energy reserves depleting

to a record low, the Europeans are

preparing to face a winter filled with hardships and

a lot of limitations. All thanks to the unprecedented

Russia-Ukraine conflict, in which Russia has decided

to use energy as its go-to weapon against western

sanctions. Before the war, the EU nations used to

meet 40% of their energy needs from Russia.

Therefore, the latter’s halt in the supply of the same

has led to a 10x increase in the price of Europe’s

natural gas as compared to what it was on average

over the last decade. As it’s impossible to ramp up

natural gas production in such a short period, the

European government has to rely on its nuclear sites,

coal plants, and countries like Norway, Algeria, and

Azerbaijan to meet its requirements. Moreover,

weeks after stopping its energy supply to Europe,

Russia now plans to sabotage Germany’s main gas

pipelines - Nord Stream 1 and 2. This is a clear

indication that Europe now has two options—either

to face a deadlier crisis or bow down to Putin!

Balancing Geo-Politics

Russia has always been foresighted!

The development of Russia’s Far East

(RFE) region via the Eastern Economic Forum (EEF) is

evidence of the same. This year, the country held its

7th EEF (a four-day forum) to increase the flow of

FDI in its resource-rich but under-utilized Far East

region. The region’s biggest investor is China,

accounting for around 90% of the total investment

made. Other countries like Japan, South Korea, and

India have also shown a keen interest in deepening

their cooperation with Russia. India aims to enhance

its investment in the RFE region through energy,

pharmaceuticals, maritime connectivity, healthcare,

tourism, and the diamond industry. Moreover, India’s

participation in the EEF will help it disengage from

supply chains that are China-dependent and will

also make it a crucial part of the global supply

chain network. This strategy of Russia has a dual

purpose. It will not only increase the amount of

investment in the RFE region, but also help the

country form anti-sanctions groups comprising

countries like Myanmar, Armenia, and China. This, in

turn, will help Russia survive any future economic

crisis.

India Pitches ESG

India is anticipated to promote green bonds and

other cutting-edge financing methods to the

Singapore government. A roundtable meeting on

low-cost financing for green projects from

Singapore was the primary discussion between both

nations. The last decade has seen numerous policy

reforms that have led to greater inclusion of ESG in

Indian organizations. To lead toward a greener

economy, a joint public and private partnership

between the two nations would be explored to

research and develop the upcoming green hydrogen

sector. India will explore the opportunity to develop

a hydrogen hub in Singapore to produce cheaper

green hydrogen, electrolyzer manufacturing, and

hydrogen storage technologies. Furthermore, India

intends to propose using Singapore's maritime

expertise for green hydrogen transportation. The

GOI is looking to aggregate demand for green

hydrogen for critical sectors like fertilizers, steel,

and refineries and offers them major tenders

End of the US Housing Bull Run

The US market has witnessed a decline in

housing prices for the first time in 10 years.

The Fed’s consistent interest rate hikes to combat

inflation inched up the US 30-year mortgage rates

to 14-year highs. The 30-year mortgage rate that

opened at 3.52% in Jan’22 now floats above

6.5%. As a result, the cost of acquiring a house has

surged exponentially and the eligibility criteria

have hardened for the borrowers, pushing more

prospective buyers to the sidelines. The inflated

house prices, the increased cost of borrowing, and

the pessimistic economic outlook shunned the

demand. Home-buyers now consider renting a

better alternative to taking home loans. The

previous housing market bull run was sustained by

the shortage of houses in the market. Now the

developers are struggling to sell existing houses

and the inventory is at an all-time high since 2009.

The US home sales hence jumped off the cliff as a

result of these macroeconomic factors. While the

Fed considers this a much-required price correction,

how will it pan out for the home sellers who are left

to scramble for prospective buyers? Will the US

turn into the buyer’s housing market or will it turn

into another mortgage crisis?
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Are Laptops About to Get Cheaper?

In a significant leap toward

‘Make in India,’ Vedanta and the

world's biggest electronics manufacturer Foxconn

have signed an MoU with the Gujarat government

to set up a $22bn semiconductor manufacturing

facility in Gujarat. With a 60% stake, Vedanta will

provide financial support, and the Taiwanese

iPhone chipmaker will leverage its technical

expertise. The venture has received huge financial

and non-financial subsidies for capital expenditures

under the Gujarat Semiconductor Policy 2022-

2027. India's semiconductor market is expected to

see a CAGR of 19% to reach a valuation of $64bn

in 2026 from $27bn in 2021. However, none of the

chips are made in India. Currently, South Korea and

Taiwan produce most of the world's chips. Thus, a

move like this will consolidate India's presence

across the global electronic ecosystem, attracting

sophisticated device manufacturers and assemblers

to set up their base. The project is expected to

generate 1,00,000 employment opportunities and

slash the input cost of electronic gadgets in India by

30%. As a result, the price of finished tech products

will go down significantly.

EPFO Gets Automated

The Employees Provident Fund Organization

EPFO is one of the world's most prominent social

security organizations. It handled 45.8 million

claims in FY21 and will implement an

organizational restructuring by thoroughly

rationalizing its field offices and workforce. This

keeps up with technological advancements and

India's evolving nature of social security. EPFO is

shifting its focus from mandatory compliance to

voluntary compliance. Numerous tasks have been

automated and centralized, including claim auto-

settlement. It is suggested that human resources be

used more extensively in tasks requiring

interpersonal interaction. As a result, better

utilization of the workforce has become crucial. As

a comprehensive proposal for adoption, the

organizational structure, the re-deployment and

disposition of the workforce, the career paths, and

the requirements of officers and staff, among

others, must be taken up. With its expanding

global reach, EPFO also offers social security

benefits to workers from other countries.

Roll Out the Red Carpet for the 5th Largest

Economy

India has dethroned the UK to become

the fifth-largest economy in the world. According to

the Bloomberg report, the Indian GDP was $855bn

in "nominal" cash terms, which was more prominent

in the March quarter than the UK's $816bn. This

was calculated on an adjusted basis, using the

dollar exchange rate on the final day of the

pertinent quarter. Since then, the UK has likely

declined more. In the last quarter, UK's GDP rose a

nominal 1% in cash terms and 0.1% after

accounting for inflation. With the pound losing 8%

versus the rupee this year, the sterling has

underperformed the dollar relative to the Indian

currency. However, things are not the way they

look. India’s headcount is 20x times that of the UK.

There is a stark difference between India’s per

capita income when compared to the UK’s.

Moreover, the basic foundation of a fast-moving

economy is whether its human development

parameters are in sync with it.

All That Glitters Is Not Gold!

The Adani Group might be the

epitome of the same! Well, this giant, which has

entered the NIFTY 50 Index by replacing Shree

Cement, has been the cynosure of the bourses for

quite some time now. And why not? The port-to-

power conglomerate has delivered exorbitant

returns to investors during a time frame when most

of our portfolios bled red. Headed by India’s as

well as Asia’s richest self-made business tycoon, Mr.

Gautumn Adani, the Adani Group enjoys a market

capitalization of ₹22L cr. However, there is a catch

to it! Its combined debt is approximately $27.5bn,

and the group is "seriously overleveraged". In June

2022, Adani secured a loan from SBI of over

₹6,071cr for its copper manufacturing operation

and was in discussions to get another loan of over

₹14,000cr to expand its business operations. This

results in Adani owing a sum total of ₹2.2L cr in

NPA. Since 2016, Adani’s wealth has doubled every

two years. However, the company's continued

reliance on debt for its expansion is a matter of

concern. Is Adani’s rise a mere bubble that can burst

at any time?
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New Logistics Policy – Ease of Moving

The transformation of India into a manufacturing

hub depends on the swiftness of its supply chain,

infrastructure, and the promptness of the clearance

system. However, India ranks 44 on the World

Bank’s Logistics Performance Index. The Indian

supply chain industry is highly fragmented and

plagued with exorbitant logistics costs. Indian

warehouses lack standardization & regulation.

New Logistics Policy (NLP) is framed to address

these gaps in the Indian logistics landscape. It will

develop a technologically enabled, cost-efficient,

and sustainable logistics ecosystem that will propel

India’s global competitiveness and bring down the

logistics cost from ~14% of the GDP to ~8%. Under

NLP, data from several ministerial departments will

be streamlined through the Integration of Digital

System.

Unified Logistics Interface Platform will enable the

exchange of information confidentially on a real-

time basis; Ease of Logistics will simplify the rules for

the logistics business, and the System Improvement

Group will regularly monitor all logistics projects to

remove operational bottlenecks and improve

transparency.

India Telecommunication Bill 2022

The Department of

Telecommunications (DoT)

published the draft of the

Indian Telecommunications 2022 Bill to regulate

Over-The-Top (OTT) platforms and telecom

services. The DoT has also proposed to dilute some

crucial powers and responsibilities of the Telecom

Regulatory Authority of India (TRAI) in issuing new

licenses to service providers.

The bill has categorized internet-based and OTT

communication services like WhatsApp calls,

Facetime, and G-meet as telecom services by the

government. OTT platforms do not require a license

to provide services, but telecom companies do. It

also states some changes regarding default in

license fees by telecom providers and Insolvency.

Additionally, The telecom ministry has also

proposed a provision for refund of fees in case a

telecom or internet provider surrenders his licenses.

Making Way for CONCOR

State-owned inland transporter,

Container Corporation of India

(CONCOR) has comeinto the limelight in the wake of

divestment. The central government has amended its

policy on reduced the annual lease rent on land and

expand the period of leases. Leased fees have

been cut to 1.5% from 6%, and the current lease

period of 5 years is being extended to 35 years,

making room for CONCOR's strategic divestment.

Currently, the government owns 54.80% of

CONCOR. It will likely sell around 30.8% of

ownership and give up its management control. The

significant depletion in railway licensing fees is

expected to increase cargo movement, inflating its

modal share in freight transportation and cutting

logistics costs. It also intends to fetch more revenue

for railways and generate around 1.2 lakh jobs.

The real issue with CONCOR was the shutting down

of its inland container depots to lower the amount of

land it had to pay the Indian Railways. This policy

will pave the way for railways to the integrated

development of public utilities. The largest private

port operator in India, Adani Port, and SEZ Ltd. are

considering investing in CONCOR via the divestment

channel.

PLI Powered Solar cells

In a bid to push India’s energy transition

towards renewable sources, the union

cabinet has approved the allocation of ₹19,500crs

for the domestic production of solar photovoltaic

(PV) modules used to generate electricity from

sunlight. The government plans to install 65

GigaWatt manufacturing units and reduce the

industry’s reliance on China-made panels to save

₹1.37trn in imports This scheme is anticipated to

rope in an investment of ₹94,000crs and create

895,000 employment opportunities. The policy will

use the existing institutional framework, including the

Empowered Group of Secretaries (EGoS)

established under PM GatiShakti, to monitor its

implementation and coordinate stakeholder efforts.

It will influence India’s position as a strategic

partner in the upcoming International Solar Alliance,

ensure supply-chain resiliency to fulfill domestic

demand, boast exports and bring in FDIs.
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Software for Salon Management

Digitization of the salons has picked

up in large setups across metropolitans. However, a

huge opportunity lies in the tier-II & III cities where

the salons are still managed manually. Dingg is a

SaaS-based one-stop solution that automates and

simplifies day-to-day salon and spa operations. The

workflow management software from Pune

leverages smart data to monitor inventory and

monthly expenses, manage bookings, calculate

employee attendance, salary & commission, track

leads & inquiries, and much more. It has raised

₹3.5cr which will be utilized to upscale, expand,

and add tools for enhanced customer engagement.

Evolution in the Retail Ecosystem

Delhi-based retail-tech start-up Daalchini

Is creating India’s largest intelligent retailing

network through smart vending machines. It is

building a customer acquisition platform for brands

and retailers to deliver under ₹99 and at 0 costs

via IoT-enabled vending machines, smart fridges,

and mobility retail solutions. It offers a range of

food and beverage options from over 160 brands

that serve over 100 start-ups, co-working spaces,

large MNCs, hospitals, educational institutes, and

residential complexes. It has raised $4mn to

expand its footprint and further its tech capabilities.

It has grown 300% in the last 12 months with ₹12cr

revenue in FY2022.

Open Space for All

Incepted in 2018, Skyroot is the first

Indian private company to successfully

test fire a 3D-printed fully cryogenic engine. The

Hyderabad-based startup is poised to create the

world’s cheapest satellite launch vehicle. It is also

the first company to sign an MoU with ISRO for

faculties and experts. The company had posted

zero operating revenue in the fiscal year ending

March 2021 and a net loss of ₹5.8cr. Currently,

Skyroot has been working on developing the

country’s first privately developed space launch

vehicles. Their Vikram series rockets are built with

an all-carbon-fiber structure and can launch up to

800 kgs of payloads to Low Earth Orbit (LEO).

106 start-ups received approximately $882.6mn of funding. The funding fell below the $1bn mark. Will the

funding scene in India continue to plummet?

Source: Entrackr

This month 118 startups raised approximately $972mn. India has the 3rd largest startup ecosystem in the

world, however, it faces serious challenges due to the current global macroeconomic conditions. The

quarterly fundings peaked in the Q3 of 2021 at $14.8bn and have been steadily declining since then.

Flipkart Infuses in a Deep-Tech Startup

Product display and cataloging are an

eminent part of the e-commerce game.

However, small-scale players cannot bear the costs

of models and photoshoots. Therefore, Bengaluru-

based NeuroPixel.AI applies AI/ML and statistical

theories to build image cataloging tools that will

transform the apparel industry. The deep tech

startup has built a proprietary DeepNet Framework

that will enable clients to shoot apparel on a

mannequin and generate life-like and customized

catalog-quality images in different poses and sizes.

The startup has raised fresh capital from Walmart-

owned Flipkart in the ongoing seed round.

82
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17 15.7 15.6 15
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Major Funding Raised by Startups for the Period 29th Aug'22 to 28th Sept’22 
($ Million)  
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Source: Investing
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Nikkei225 (in JPY)NASDAQ 100 (in USD)

4.08%

DAX Performance Index (in EUR)

10.6%

10.8%

This month, the Kospi Composite Index was the worst

performer plummeting by 10.77%, setting a new

52-week low due to unfavorable global cues and

rising interest rates. Concerns over slow growth

persisted. The index has also been negatively

impacted by the weakening of Chinese industrial

units due to the new lockdown.

The index fell 12.12% for the month, due to the

rising fears of a worldwide recession in the face of

fast tightening by major central banks and the

impact of China's COVID regulations. Technology

stocks took the worst hits. The economic data shows

that China’s non-manufacturing sector is growing at

a slower-than-expected pace, indicating that

recovery is still far away.

The FTSE 100 recovered some ground in the latest

trading session, rising from its lowest level in a year,

pushed by the banking sector. Despite the pullback,

the index closed 3.7% lower this month, reflecting

persistent concerns about the pace of interest rate

hikes to manage inflation, the ongoing energy crisis,

and the impact of the UK's shaky fiscal policies on

global economic development.

The tech-heavy index fell 10.62% this month as a

result of the 75bps interest rate rise in its struggle to

contain soaring inflation. The Fed intends to raise

interest rates by another 125 basis points this year,

putting further negative pressure on the index in the

following month. The index has dropped by 25.83%

in the last year.

Despite solid domestic economic data, the Nikkei

225 lost 6.2% this month, finishing at its lowest level

in three months. The bearish cues from Wall Street

as fears about inflation, rising interest rates, and a

highly uncertain global economic outlook weighed

down the Japanese market. Fast Retailing, Tokyo

Electron, Softbank Group, and Toyota Motors were

among the top losers pulling down the index.

The Dax 40 fell 4.08% this month due to

persistently high inflation, rising borrowing rates,

and intensifying fears of a worldwide recession. The

concerns regarding Europe's energy supplies have

weighed down the index. The Dax 40 fell over

5.5% in a quarter, staying around its lowest levels

since November 2020. Zalando and HelloFresh are

the index's biggest losers, shedding almost 74.84%

and 73.60%, respectively, year on year.
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FII Net Investment in September’22 (₹ Crores)

Source: NSDL

Source: NSE 

DII Net Investment in September’22 (₹ Crores)

Source: NSDL

The FIIs have sold aggressively this month totaling an amount of ₹10,371.08cr, due to rising dollars and

weakening of the Indian rupee. The rising bond yields in the US markets actuated the FPIs and FIIs to pull

out money from Indian equity markets. However, with the global economic slowdown concerns, the market

has also been corrected. The one-way upwards journey of the greenback has sparked the fears of capital

outflows from emerging markets. DIIs on the other hand, have become the saviors as they infused funds of

₹5,168.40cr in the market.
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Index
1st Sep’22    

(In ₹)

30th Sep’22    

(In ₹)
Change (%) Trend

NIFTY Auto 13,266 12,699 4.3

NIFTY Bank 39,301 38,632 1.7

NIFTY Consumer Durables 27,414 27,182 0.9

NIFTY Financial Services 18,056 17,507 3.0

NIFTY FMCG 43,497 44,406 2.0

NIFTY IT 27,847 26981 3.1

NIFTY Media 2,072 2,063 0.4

NIFTY Metal 5,879 5,768 1.9

NIFTY Oil & Gas 8,206 7,644 6.8

NIFTY Pharma 12,555 12,972 3.3

Source: NSE 

Social Stock Exchange
SEBI has passed a new regulation for the listing of Non-Profit Organizations (NPOs) on the Social Stock
Exchange (SSE). SSE is a separate new segment of the existing stock exchange through which social
enterprises raise funds through equity, debt, and even mutual funds for philanthropic activities. Listing such
organizations in India will contribute to the growth of ‘impact investing, in which investments are made for
quantifiable social, economic, and environmental reasons.
India currently has around 31 lakh NPOs that acquire funds through Corporate Social Responsibility, Impact
Investing, Socially Responsible Investing, government grants, etc. The SSE plans to integrate all these diverse
funding avenues into a common platform, and formulate a common standard for reporting and evaluation,
thereby, enhancing their visibility, and building confidence among investors.
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Top Gainers| NIFTY50 |Sept’22 Top Losers | NIFTY50 | Sept’22

Source: NSE India

Source: NSE India

NIFTY50 September’22 (In ₹)

September witnessed more selling as compared and the index fell approximately 2.56% amid weakness in
the broader markets. Nifty 50 followed the global market cues and displayed a sharp correction as the
investors factored in the RBI’s 50bps rate hike to reflect bearish undertones. The growth and inflation
outlook under the backdrop of global macroeconomic headwinds are the deciding factors.

Nestle to Invest ₹5,000cr

Nestle SA plans to invest ₹5,000cr in India towards

capital expenditure, expanding R&D capabilities,

and the product portfolio of the company. It

currently operates 9 plants in India and wants to

double its investments to combat the slowdown in

the western markets due to decade-high inflation. It

will sustainably leverage new growth opportunities

like the accelerating consumer preference for plant-

based protein and healthy snacking. It also wants to

foray into the pet food business over time. Despite

the global headwinds, India is one of Nestle's top

ten markets. Inflation is detrimental to demand as it

rises globally, but strong underlying volume

demand from a rising middle class and a growing

population of people reaching higher income levels

overpowers any inflation woes. The investment will

create multiple employment opportunities for India.
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Company Name Change (%)

Tata Motors -14.1%

Bajaj Auto -13.6%

UPL -12.6%

Hindalco -11.0%

Hero Motor Corp -10.2%

Reliance -9.9%

Coal India -9.6%

ONGC -8.5%

Tata Steel -8.3%

HDFC Life -7.8%

Company Name Change (%)

Bharti Airtel 10.1%

Eicher Motors 9.3%

Cipla 7.4%

IndusInd Bank 7.0%

Sun Pharma 6.2%

ITC 3.7%

Britannia 2.5%

Divis Labs 2.2%

Dr Reddys Labs 2.1%

Apollo Hospital 1.4%

BPCL Signs MoU with Petrobras

Indian state refiners rarely buy oil from Brazil.

Bharat Petroleum Corporation Ltd (BPCL) has

signed a memorandum with the Brazilian national

oil company Petrobras. The MoU will help the

company source crude oil through long-term

contracts considering the current geopolitical

scenario.

Bharat PetroResources Ltd (BPRL), a subsidiary of

BPCL has invested $1.6bn to develop an ultra-

deepwater hydrocarbon block in Brazil owned by

Petrobras. The agreement will help strengthen

India’s foothold in Brazil, further opening business

opportunities in the neighboring Latin American

countries. BPCL is the second largest fuel retailer in

the country, operating in three refineries with a

combined capacity of 706,000 barrels per day.

2.56%
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Pharma Sector

The pharma sector is one of the few sectors

that has withheld the pressure and traded

range bound throughout the month. However,

pricing pressures in the US market, rising raw

material costs, regulatory headwinds, and uneven

growth in multiple segments in the Indian market

have created an unstable environment for the

broader market. This backdrop could benefit the

defensive pharma sector.

Alkem Lab and Cipla were the top gainers in the

index, rising over 8%, whereas Aurobindo Pharma

and Biocon slipped 5.71% and 4.69%,

respectively.

Oil and Gas Sector

The global demand for oil continues

to decelerate, due to the renewed Chinese

lockdowns and an ongoing production slowdown in

the OECD. The Nifty Oil and Gas Index has been

on a downtrend throughout the month, inching

towards new lows and slipping 6.8% over the

month. The top players in the index - Adani Gas,

BPCL, and Reliance Industries have plunged 8.64%,

7.95%, and 8.58%, respectively, following reports

that the government revised the windfall tax on

crude oil upward. Furthermore, Russia-led OPEC

and its allies have agreed to cut output by

100,000 barrels per day for October, negatively

affecting the sector.

Source: NSE

FMCG Sector

The FMCG index hit a new all-time

high of ₹45,080.45 this month after a significant

relief from the decline in crude and commodity

prices, relieving the stress on transportation and

raw material cost. The index heavyweights ITC and

HUL gained over 4.58% and 3.68%, respectively,

this month, aiding the overall index to rise by

2.03%. The defensive nature of the stocks in the

index and low FPI holdings have been the main

reason investors favor FMCG stocks amid the sell-

off.

Source: NSE
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NIFTY Consumer Durables September’22 (In ₹)

Consumer Durables Sector

The consumer durable index remained

under selling pressure throughout the month,

as the rupee touched a record low and the cost of

raw materials surged. The margins have lowered

due to increased marketing expenditure and selling

products at discounted prices to capture market

share. Despite the downturn, the premiumization of

items such as washing machines and air conditioners

is expected to continue. With the holiday season

approaching, durable goods are anticipated to

bolster the index.

Source: NSE
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2.0%

NIFTY Pharma September’22 (In ₹)

NIFTY Oil and Gas September’22 (In ₹)

3.3%
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Source: TRAI

3.1%

Media Sector

The NIFTY Media index began the

month on an upswing, gaining 7.05% in the first

two trading weeks before plummeting by 7% in the

following weeks due to US Fed rate rises and the

mid-September Television Rating Scam. The index

composite Saregama sank by 13.50%, making it

the index's top loser, followed by Hathway and

Network18, which fell by 10% and 11.87%,

respectively. On the other hand, DishTV was the

index's biggest gainer, rising 27.18%.

IT Sector

The IT Index accelerated upwards during

the first half of the month, gaining around

5% owing to substantial global investments in

Digital Technologies, Cloud Transformation, IoT, As-

a-Service, and Machine Learning, before tanking

down by 9.95% amid the slowdown experienced in

the US. Moreover, high inflationary pressure, global

recession fear, and a weakening rupee have

reduced customers’ discretionary spending, which

negatively affected revenue. IT giant Infosys set a

new low of ₹1,355.50, and TCS fell 3.55%,

bottoming at a new 52-week low at ₹2,926.

Source: NSE 
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Auto Sector

The Auto Index remained under pressure

throughout the month. Rising inflation

and government rate hikes have resulted in higher

input prices, reducing profits. Industry heavyweight

Tata Motors slipped 15% after the UK confirmed

recession, negatively affecting Jaguar Land Rover.

Despite the weakening index, automakers are on

track to post the highest monthly dispatches of

passenger and utility vehicles, reaching over

3,50,000, an 81% Y-o-Y increase. With most OEMs

focusing on releasing new models, facelifts, and

special editions, the auto industry is expected to

gain momentum this festive season. Furthermore,

increased infrastructural activity and semiconductor

availability are boosting demand. India expects to

court a total investment exceeding $25 billion due

to its incentive scheme to boost local manufacturing

of chips and display panels which will give an

impetus to the sector

Telecom Sector

The scheduled 5G launch on October 1

has contributed to the sector's performance this

month. The shift to 5G will bring galloping internet

speed and could have a multiplier effect on the

Average Revenue Per User (ARPU). India has one of

the lowest ARPUs per month in the world, and

telecom companies have repeatedly emphasized

the need to raise the ARPU to spur the sector's

revival. Top E-commerce platform registered

mobile sales totaling ₹11,000 crores in the just the

last week of September. Affordable smartphones

and the low cost of the internet are likely to drive

the Telecom sector upwards.

0.4%
19.4 65.1

-14.3

Airtel Jio Vodafone

NIFTY IT September’22 (In ₹)



Metal Sector

The metal index hits the month on a positive

note gaining around 6.55% in the first half of the

month before falling prey to the global turbulences

and tumbling down 7.6% in the second half of the

month. The global slowdown has reduced the

demand for metal across the automobile, aviation,

and beverages industries. Alongside, it's also

anticipated that metals prices will correct

significantly soon, putting more stress on the index.

The index heavyweight National Aluminum

corrected around 8.43%, owing to low earning

growth. Hindalco and Coal India also contributed

to the index downtrend by plunging 6.96% and

6.84%, respectively.
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Financial Services Sector

The Financial Services index began the month

on a bullish note, climbing more than 3.5% in the

first three trading weeks peaking at 18,750.20,

and surpassing the December 2021 high. The news-

sensitive index fell due to market uncertainty

following the US Fed's rate hike and the rupee

breaking record lows. FII selling has put negative

pressure on the index for the 2nd month. However,

the increased retail involvement and DII inflows

supported the index in recent trading sessions.

Realty Sector

The realty index was flat for the first half

of the month before tanking down. With the

monetary policy decisions on the anvil, the realty

index shed almost 9% this month. The speed at

which central banks across the globe are hiking

interest rates is slackening growth and pushing the

global economies into recession. The index

heavyweight Macrotech Developers and Godrej

Properties have plunged 16.12% and 14.98%,

respectively.

Despite growing worries about rising interest rates,

the residential markets remained the most popular

asset class for investors.

Banking Sector

The banking index began the month

positively, achieving an all-time high

of ₹41,468.30. However, the upward momentum

was not sustainable due to external turbulence. The

US Fed increased the policy rate by 75bps,

indicating that additional increments may follow up

soon. Moreover, RBI followed the cues from its

global counterparts to raise interest rates for the 4th

time. All these events have kept the rate-sensitive

index under pressure. Despite the downward

pressure, the banking sector has outperformed the

broader market index, Nifty 50, owing to mutual

funds and FIIs loading up on banking shares.

Source: NSE
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Harsha Engineers Gets Listed

Harsha Engineers International,

which has a 60% market share in

India’s precision-bearing cage manufacturing sector,

unveiled its IPO worth ₹755cr. The IPO comprised a

fresh issue of equity shares aggregating ₹445cr

and had an offer-for-sale of around ₹300cr. The

company will utilize the proceeds for debt payment,

CapEx, infrastructure repairs, and renovation of

existing production facilities. Harsha Engineers is the

largest manufacturer of bearings cages in terms of

revenue and competes with giants like Japan’s NKC

and China’s Golden Cage. During FY20-FY22, its

revenue from operations stood at ₹1,322cr, and

profit in the same period saw a 105% CAGR to

₹92cr. As of FY22, Harsha Engineers had a debt-to-

equity ratio of 0.7; debt repayments of ₹270cr

from IPO proceeds will make this negligible. Shares

of Harsha Engineers opened with a 36% premium

backed but its sound financial health.

PO
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The Oldest Private Sector Bank Releases IPO

The public offer of Tamilnad Mercantile

Bank (TMB) comprises a fresh issue of

1.58cr shares aggregating up to ₹831.6cr. The

price band was fixed at ₹500-525 per share. The

Thoothukudi-based private lender plans to utilize

the proceeds from the issue to augment its Tier–I

capital base to meet future capital requirements.

The bank has built a strong presence in Tamil Nadu

by offering an array of banking and financial

services to diversified customers and MSMEs. TMB is

also present in 15 other states and four union

territories. As of March 31, 2022, the bank has a

strong network of 509 branches and a total

customer base of 5.08mn. TMB’s NPA has reduced

from 1.8% in FY20 to 0.9% in FY22. During FY22,

net profit increased 36% to ₹822cr, compared

with ₹603cr during 2020-21. Its Return on Assets

stood at 1.6%, double the median of 0.8% for its

peers in FY22.

Upcoming IPOs                     
IPO Size 

(Approx.)

Penna Cement ₹1,550 Cr.

Sterlite Power ₹1,250 Cr.

Chemspec Chemicals ₹700 Cr

Seven Islands Shipping ₹600 Cr.

Studs Accessories ₹450 Cr.

Mankind IPO Debut Slated Soon

Mankind Pharma has filed its DRHP with

SEBI for its IPO. The offer will comprise an OFS of

around 4cr equity shares of face value ₹1 each by

selling the stakes of existing promoters and

investors. The Delhi-based Mankind Pharma is

engaged in developing, manufacturing, and

marketing a diverse range of pharmaceutical

formulations across various acute and chronic

therapeutic areas and several consumer healthcare

products. Mankind Pharma’s net sales grew 13.16%

YoY to ₹5,529.60cr in FY21. The company is

focused on the domestic market, resulting in its

revenue from operations in India contributing to

97.60% of its total income from operations for

FY22, one of the highest among peers.

Navi Technologies Receives SEBI Nod

Navi Technologies has received the green

flag from SEBI to launch its IPO. Sachin

Bansal’s financial services startup planned to raise

₹3,350cr via a fresh equity issue. The fintech

startup has proposed to utilize a portion of the net

proceeds for investment in its subsidiaries and

general corporate purposes. Navi Technologies is a

tech-driven financial products and services

company. Microfinance loans are Navi's largest

market segment. Its product offerings include mutual

funds, general insurance, house loans, and personal

loans. The company claims to have sanctioned more

than ₹9,000cr worth of loans to over 1.7 million

customers. While Navi registered a profit of

₹71.1cr in FY21, the company incurred losses to the

tune of ₹206.42cr in the first nine months of FY22.

In Q3 of FY22, the company had AUM worth

₹1,808cr. The vertical's gross NPAs were 3.83% in

the same period. IPO has broadened the Flipkart

co-founder’s vision, as he works to make financial

services automated and as easy as going onto

Swiggy and ordering food. After PolicyBazaar and

Paytm’s IPO debut in the previous year (2021),

Navi would be the third major company from the

financial service segment to launch an IPO.



The 10-year US Treasury yield traded above 4%

for the first time in 12 years as investors brace for

further aggressive monetary policy tightening by

the US Fed while big swings in the gilts market

rattled sentiment. The steep climb in the treasury

rate is seen as one of the factors for the equity

market downturn and concerns about the global

recession and economic downturn. Meanwhile, the

Bank of England was forced to restart its

quantitative easing program to steam a crisis in the

government debt markets and avoid a meltdown in

several sectors. The commitment of the US Fed to

continue prioritizing pushing back against persistent

inflation is likely to raise the 10-year treasury yield

further. The two-year treasury rate, which is

sensitive to policy changes, has also hovered

around 4.19% in the last session of the month.

Inflation

CPI, or retail inflation, increased by 29 bps

in August and broke the easing trend of the

previous three months. Higher food inflation pushed

the levels back to 7% this month from 6.71% in July.

Food inflation rose to 7.6%, and milk inflation

reached 6.4%, but some relief came from cooling

edible oil prices. To tackle the spike in food prices,

the government regulated the exports of wheat and

sugar, imposed duties on rice exports, and banned

the export of broken rice. Fuel and light inflation

dropped to 10.8% in August compared to 11.8% in

July. Core inflation was also higher at 6% in August

against 5.93% in July.

Liquidity Surplus

The country's liquidity shrunk and there was

deficit for the first time since May 2019. The

increased bank lending and advanced tax

payments were the contributing factors. The

government's cash balance peaked at ₹12trn in

September 2021, but it dropped precipitously to

$3.9trn in September 2022. The RBI's dollar sales to

cushion the falling rupee account for more than half

of this drawdown. This liquidity deficit has led the

government to increase the repo rate by 50bps to

5.9%, eventually leading to an interest rate hike for

retail consumers and pushing up the call money rate

in the market. In September, the yield on 10-year

government bonds rose to 7.36% compared to

7.18% the previous month. Liquidity deficit and

elevated inflation will likely drive the deposit rate

in the coming months.
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US 10 Year Treasury Yield September’22 (In %)

Source: MOSPI

Indian Bonds to be Included in Global Index

After omitting Russia, JP Morgan may

include Indian bonds in its "Global Bond

Index-Emerging Market" (GBI-EM). The likelihood of

Indian bonds being included in the global index has

bumped up purchases of local securities, increasing

liquidity in an otherwise illiquid market. The securities

under the "fully accessible route" will likely be

included in the index. However, there are significant

obstacles to adding Indian securities to a global

index. The capacity to settle debt on an international

platform such as Euroclear is a substantial barrier to

index membership. The government, in the

meanwhile, prefers to settle debt locally. However,

despite several drawbacks, inflows from the global

bond index would add another source of demand

for Indian securities. India has the biggest bond

market among emerging markets and is expected to

constitute almost 10% of the global bond index.

Month (2022) Inflation (%)

February 6.07

March 6.95

April 7.79

May 7.04

June 7.01

July 6.71

August 7.00

Source: US Department of the Treasury 
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Indian VIX rose sharply by 9.86% to 21.81, the

highest level since June, indicating that volatility will

remain high as we advance. Weak global cues and

the anticipation of the RBI meeting that happened

on the last day of September fostered bearish

sentiments in an already volatile market. The

forwarding US dollar rate also dented investor

sentiments. The market selloff came amidst the

release of hotter-than-expected inflation data.

Although the VIX managed to cool off towards the

end after positive macroeconomic data, most of the

indexes performed ended in red showing

considerable fear among market participants.

Fraud Risk Amid Recession

The global economy is anticipated to enter

the recessionary zone in 2023 due to the

continuous rate hike regimes of the central banks

everywhere. Fraudulent activities spike during the

recession as the economic downturn takes a toll on

people’s earnings. The unemployment level rises,

people start taking more debt, and the prices of

basic commodities surge. Furthermore, firms witness

a drop in demand for their products, and the

companies start implementing cost-cutting measures

to ensure survival. When times are tough, companies

compromise on their security framework and other

ancillary expenses. Increased threats and reduced

corporate fighting ability create a perfect setting

for fraud. People may exploit lax security measures

for some quick cash to compensate for the reduced

earnings. Furthermore, internal or third-party fraud

increases as the suppliers hold sensitive information.

Unscrupulous activities like server hacking, e-mail

phishing, and fraudulent websites would be on the

rise too.

Climate Risk Models

The Earth's climate is changing. The

average temperature around the globe has

risen by 1.1°C since 1880. The rising atmospheric

temperature has escalated the frequency and

severity of environmental upheavals, such as heat

waves, floods, drought, and rising sea levels.

Research from S&P Global says 90% of the world’s

largest companies would have at least one asset

with the physical impacts of climate change by

2050. Therefore, quantifying the financial impact of

such threats has become a priority for these large

companies. The companies are exploring a more

analytical approach to reinforce plausible

strategies to alleviate their exposure and minimize

their operational costs. S&P Global has developed

a climate model that simulates the physics,

chemistry, and biology of the atmosphere, lands,

and oceans to evaluate the physical risk exposure

of various companies. The model then scores this

exposure on a scale from 0 to 100. Using the

scores, S&P calculates the financial impact and the

companies can use this data to formulate their risk

mitigation strategies.

Fintech Companies Exposed!

Emerging technology firms are creating profitable

products/services but have a cavalier approach

toward governance. They do not commit to

establishing a solid governance structure. As a

result, when faced with unforeseen market

downturns, they are underprepared, and their

financial stability is jeopardized. The traditional

financial institutions, are extensively regulated and

do not confront this issue.

Coinbase, a renowned crypto exchange, and fintech

startup is a prime illustration of this. It intends to lay

off 1,100 people in 2022 to cut expenses and

sustain a crypto price drop. It earned huge profits in

2021 but could not foresee the impending

cryptocurrency meltdown.

It is essential to note that while crypto and other

digital assets may be relatively new to financial

markets, disclosure, risk management frameworks,

and processes to monitor the related risks are not.

Its ineffective operating structure is the outcome of

inadequate corporate risk management.
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Is the Agriculture Derivatives Ban Futile?

Most agricultural commodities are traded

in "mandis" in an opaque and decentralized way.

This callous way of marketing, trading, and pricing

agri-commodities has caused liquidity issues. Trading

derivatives with these agri-commodities can be a

possible solution to address their lack of liquidity

and monitor transparency in pricing. Apparently,

derivatives trading on several agri-commodities is

banned citing price regulations and consumer

protection. However, these bans have been

unsuccessful in controlling prices. The ban did not

help in easing agricultural inflation during the

Russia-Ukraine conflict. In periods of crisis such as

this, the presence of a derivatives market is of

utmost importance for farmers and commodity users

to shield them from price risks. Besides, as short

sellers begin to square off their positions after a

certain level, the upward movement of prices is

controlled. Banning futures and options is thus

regressive. It is essential to bring them back to the

market to restore confidence among market

participants.

ERIVATIVES 
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Transition to SOFR

For several years, London Interbank

Offered Rate (LIBOR) was used as a benchmark for

the rate of lending between big banks. It is now

being discontinued due to manipulation and

replaced with more robust rates, such as the

Secured Overnight Financing Rate (SOFR). The

phasing out of LIBOR will significantly impact

companies’ operations, including revision of

contracts, risk assessment, tax implications, and

more. Due to the reasons mentioned above,

businesses are finding ways to hedge against it,

and the Eurodollar futures, based on LIBOR, could

be one of the solutions to this. Eurodollars are US

dollars deposited in banks outside the United

States. The transition from LIBOR to SOFR will be

smooth, as SOFR futures specifications are very

similar to the Eurodollar futures specifications.

Volume in the SOFR is increasing as it gains more

acceptance in the markets. SOFR-referenced

contracts are also now the majority in the over-the-

counter rates derivatives market on a risk-traded

basis. Tax authorities and central banks will have to

play a vital role in educating taxpayers and

enabling a smooth transition to alternative rates.

India to Introduce Mineral-Backed Swap Lines

India has loaned out to several emerging

nations in the past years. Amidst the rising

default risk amongst these economies, India could

plan to enter mineral-backed currency swaps. A

currency swap is an agreement between two

countries in which one lends a foreign currency-

denominated loan to others.

Access to scarce minerals from other markets is

critical for India, especially in building its

semiconductor chip industry and expanding the

renewable energy market growth. This innovative

currency swap is also beneficial for emerging

nations because they can trade minerals for foreign

currency, thereby improving their foreign currency

reserve. These countries will also have the chance to

widen their current trade networks, and India will

have the opportunity to access precious mineral

resources from other nations at transparent prices.

Investors Pile into an Insurance Contract

Investors worldwide are piling on a record amount

of insurance contracts to hedge themselves against

the global market downturn. The current sell-off in

the market has resulted in 2600 US stocks hitting a

new 52-week low. This negative sentiment has

urged investors to purchase put option contracts

totaling $34.3bn this month, which is the highest

since 2009. Strategists have argued that

drawdown in major indices has been driven by

investors that have hedged themselves after the

initial decline this year.

Moreover, Long Short Equity hedge funds have also

liquidated colossal positions in the market using

options contributing to the downturn. As investors

realize that the Federal Reserve cannot manage

the risk of asset price volatility due to its policy

being constrained by inflation, they have started

taking direct actions themselves. This continuous

purchase of put options has wiped more than 22%

off the benchmark index S&p 500 this year,

pushing it into a bear market.
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Crude opened lower than the previous month’s
closing and slipped further in the first week,
ahead of the OPEC+ meeting. In early September,
brent crude oil futures fell below $90, the lowest
level since January, reflecting a seasonal slowdown
in refinery purchases and increased supplies. Crude
prices oscillated sideways in the 2nd week as the
demand continued decelerating due to the Chinese
lockdowns and the continuous OECD downturn. The
robust oil use for power generation in the Middle
East and Europe due to record high natural gas and
electricity prices supported the crude price. The 3rd

week remained choppy amid interest rate hikes by
different countries, and Russia’s military mobilization
indicated an escalation of the war. Despite cheap
crude imports from Russia, India’s oil imports have
averaged above $100 per barrel this year. The
Ukraine -Russia war has primarily affected India’s
purchase of oil from abroad in terms of price, and
the availability of oil has become an issue.

Ban on Export of Broken Rice

The government has imposed a complete

ban on the export of broken rice due to the

shortage in the domestic market. Domestic

manufacturers are struggling to procure broken rice

at a reasonable price. The high export to China in

FY22 and rainfall scarcity are the primary reasons

for the shortage. India is the second largest rice

exporter. Hence, this has affected the price in the

international markets. Since broken rice is used in

animal feeds, the ban has severely affected the

poultry sector, animal husbandry farmers, and

ethanol manufacturers. Decreased availability of

broken rice has also increased the price of poultry

feed ingredients, thereby increasing the prices of

products such as milk, egg, ghee, meat, and the

commodity itself. In addition to the ban on broken

rice, the government has levied a 20% duty on non-

basmati rice exports to fulfill rising domestic

demand for the commodity.

India's LPG Consumption Slips

Natural Gas consumption fell by 10% in

August compared to last year due to lower

domestic production and shrinking imports. The

imports of LNG dropped by 19% to 2.37 BCM in

August due to a spurt in spot prices and supplies

heading to Europe, where the prices of LNG

skyrocketed after the Russia-Ukraine conflict.

Russia's denial of supplying gas to GAIL and a 5%

decline in the output from ONGC have further

lowered the domestic supplies. The government is

exploring a plan that involves participatory

commitments by its state-run energy firms for

immediate supply. The overall imports have

dropped from 50.6% in the previous year to

45.6% this year. However, several policymakers

believe the drop in gas imports will benefit the

country in becoming "Atmanirbhar“.

Gold prices remained under pressure

throughout the month, hitting the 12-month

low. This downward pressure has been worsened by

factors such as rising interest rates in the US, the

dollar index being close to a 20-year high, and the

US treasury yield being at a decade high. Gold

prices remain under pressure on expectations of

more interest rate hikes by the US Federal Reserve.

However, on the domestic front, the weakening of

the rupee, the upcoming festive season, and a

steady demand will likely offer downward support

to the yellow metal. Even though gold is seen as an

inflation hedge, the prices were pulled down due to

rate hikes to control inflation which has also

increased the opportunity cost of holding zero-yield

metal.
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New Reserve Currency

The BRICS nations have demonstrated

increased corporation and intend to change the

dollar-denominated financial system. The primary

rationale for adopting a new global reserve

currency for the BRICS nations is to challenge the US

dollar's hegemony, expand their zone of influence

and unit of currency inside that zone, and allow

intra-BRICS commerce in local currency. Though

India does not publicly endorse the mobilization of

BRICS to challenge the dollar's hegemony, the

government has devised several strategies to

minimize its reliance on the currency. In addition, the

Indian government has formed a multi-agency task

group comprised of members from India's economic

governing institutions to facilitate international trade

in rupees wherever possible.

India’s Declining Forex Reserves

The country's forex reserve fell for two consecutive

weeks, dragging the total down to $545.65bn, the

lowest level since October 2, 2020. This fall in

forex reserve is primarily due to the central bank

defending the rupee, which has touched a record

low of 81.90 against the USD due to rising interest

rates. The 3rd week again saw another dip in the

reserve plunging to $545.65bn. This continuous fall

in reserve has resulted in a balance of payment

deficit for the first time in three years. About 67%c

of the drop was due to the valuation changes as

the US dollar strengthened.

Source: Investing

Source: RBI

The US Dollar index remained bullish throughout the

month. The likelihood of the UK and Eurozone

economic recession is increasing and directing the

investor's capital toward the US and fueling the

dollar index. However, there was a slight

contraction in the last week as the Euro jumped to a

one-week high after the ECB expected more

aggressive policy action, This late noticeable

correction in the US index has strengthened the

rupee from its record low.
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Currency 1st Sep’22 30th Sep’22 Change (%) Trend

INR/USD INR 79.7 INR 81.5 2.3

INR/EUR INR 79.2 INR 79.5 -0.3

USD/EUR USD 1.0 USD 1.0 2.0

JPY/USD JPY 140.2 JPY 144.5 -3.1

CAD/USD CAD 1.3 CAD 1.4 -4.5

USD/GBP USD 1.2 USD 1.1 4.3

USD/SEK USD 0.1 USD 0.1 3.6

USD/CHF USD 1.0 USD 1.0 -0.2
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Starbucks on Web 3.0

Starbucks has paired up with the Ethereum

scaling solution Polygon to launch a Web 3.0

initiative called Starbucks Odyssey. It will combine

the existing Starbucks Rewards loyalty program

with an NFT platform. Starbucks will launch its first

NFT collection based on the brand's coffee art and

storytelling as a move to attract a new customer

segment. This will enable US customers to collect

digital stamps, unique merchandise, artist

collaboration, and invitations to exclusive events.

Starbucks is committed to reducing its carbon

footprint and wishes to utilize Polygon’s proof-of-

stake blockchain, which uses less energy than the

proof-of-work. Polygon's fast, low-cost, carbon-

neutral network is the perfect foundation for the first

digital community of Starbucks. Despite being built

on blockchain and web 3 technology, the community

will be accessible to non-tech customers. This

Odyssey experience will extend the connection to

the digital world.

PEs Urges SEBI for Easier Exits of AIF Co-Investors

Co-investments are a prominent part of

private equity funds, which helps investors

of alternative investment funds (AIF) to take

additional exposure to portfolio companies through

the fund's portfolio management services. The co-

investment restrictions proved to be highly

restraining, prompting the venture capital funds to

make representations to SEBI, requesting to

reconsider the restrictions.

The current SEBI rules state that co-investment needs

to be offloaded simultaneously with the selling of

AIF shares, and the exit price terms cannot be more

beneficial to the co-investments. But some investors

may want to stick to their portfolio company even

after the AIF exits.

The relaxations to this rule would enable investors to

exercise their terms of exit with greater freedom.

These restrictions are more problematic for close-

ended AIFs investors as they have a limited tenure,

after which the funds are mandated to liquidate all

their portfolio holdings.

Ethereum Merges to a Proof-of-Stake Model

The blockchain-based smart contract

provider Ethereum Mainnet has now upgraded

The Beacon Chain to a separate and more energy-

efficient Proof-of-Stake (PoS) model. This upgrade,

called The Merge, has changed how blockchain

transactions are validated. Earlier, Ethereum used

the Proof-of-Work (PoW) model, where crypto

miners would run heavy computing power to verify

transactions for rewards. This mechanism is very

energy-intensive. The PoS model uses far less power

and makes the network 99% more energy-efficient.

Addresses confirm transactions under the PoS model

pledged to a smart contract where validators stake

their crypto to verify transactions and earn more

crypto. The network will now run on 99.98% lesser

energy and reduce global energy consumption by

0.02%. The Merge is a set of upgrades that should

make Ethereum faster and cheaper to use.

Currently, Ethereum is beleaguered by slow

transaction times and high costs. The Merge itself

won’t resolve the high price issues but will set the

stage for a set of upgrades that will eventually cut

costs.

Alchemy Capital Launches New AIF Scheme

Rakesh Jhunjhunwala-backed Alchemy

capital, a portfolio, and asset management

company, announced the launch of a new Category

III AIF. The Alchemy Emerging Leaders of Tomorrow

aims to raise ₹500cr over four years, hoping to

enable investors to capitalize on the immense

growth potential of small and mid-cap companies.

The funds will include a sector-agnostic portfolio of

20-25 stocks, focusing on mid and small-cap

companies with a minimum of 65% allocation. The

current schemes follow a multi-cap strategy where

investments will include large caps and around

10% in IPO opportunities. Alchemy aims to bet on

entrepreneurs with innovative business models.

Generating long-term capital appreciation by

identifying high-quality companies with solid

growth prospects with a minimum investment of ₹1cr

is the strategy of the fund company. India has

entered a phase of broad-based growth, and the

small and mid-cap space offers opportunities to

make attractive returns. Small companies have

faced stressful situations over the past years in the

wake of COVID's onslaught on the economy but

have emerged stronger.



SIPs Remain Robust Despite Market Volatility

The SIP inflows reached an all

-time high of ₹12,693cr in August, growing

above the 12,000cr mark since May. Last year, the

SIPs inflow stood at ₹9,923cr in August indicating

significant growth in SIP investments. The SIP AUM

has a growth of 30% annually, which is twice the

growth in the overall mutual fund industry’s assets.

SIP gained popularity as it helps in Rupee Cost

Averaging, and investors don’t have to worry about

market volatility.

Increasing Dominance of Bank-Owned MFs

Banks back 7 out of the top 10 mutual funds.

So how did banks dominate the mutual fund

industry? The answer lies in the distribution model of

mutual funds. Mutual funds are distributed through 3

channels - associate distributors, non-associate

distributors, and direct dealing. Bank-owned mutual

funds receive 19% of their assets from associate

distributors, and mutual funds not backed by banks

source 2.3% of their assets from associate

distributors. Banks are their associate distributors

and earn a substantial commission on sales. They

push mutual fund products to the customers to obtain

a captive client base, often required to determine

the fund's success. Hence, bank-owned mutual funds

account for 66.5% of the total ₹37.7trn mutual fund

industry. However, a potential conflict of interest

may arise when distributors sell a particular

company product compared to the one which might

be more suitable to the customers.
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Source: AMFI

SIP Contribution Net Investments (₹ Cr.)
₹12,693

₹10,351

Launch of European-listed Indian Bond ETF

Nippon Life India Asset Management

has collaborated with the German asset

management company DWS to list Indian

Government Bond ETFs in Europe. Nippon Life India

Asset Management (Singapore) will provide

portfolio management and investment advisory

services to these securities. As of August, the market

size of such securities has crossed the value of

$1trn. This collaboration will attract global clients

to the Indian bond market. Nippon Life India will

leverage its profound knowledge of the Indian

fixed-income and capital markets. India’s debt to

GDP level is stable at around 70%, and India has

never defaulted in the past. Also, since India is the

net energy importer, the Indian rupee is negatively

correlated to energy prices. This means the Indian

Government bond’s exchange-rate adjusted

returns are more resilient to the economic downturn.

With 60 years of experience and 833bn euros of

assets under management, DWS has an excellent

track record in Europe, Germany, the USA, and

Asia.

58%

67%

2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022
Source: AMFI

Bank-Owned MFs in Total Assets (in %)

Equity MFs hits Record Low:

The inflows for equity mutual funds

slumped31% to ₹6,119.58cr for August

as inflationary trends continue to grow along with

interest rates. A decline in the pace of inflows has

been observed in the few past months. The mutual

fund industry registered a net inflow of ₹65,077cr

in August, compared to ₹23,605cr in July. The

inflow pushed the AUM of the mutual fund industry

to ₹39.34 lakh crore in August from ₹37.75 lakh

crore in July. The lower quantum of inflows can be

attributed to the fact that investors tend to book

profits at all-time highs. Moreover, investors are also

opting to invest in short-term instruments considering

that they will earn a higher interest rate as the

central bank looks to hike interest rates in the

coming months.
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The Adobe-Figma Rivalry Comes to An End

The $20bn, half-stock, half-cash

acquisition of Figma Inc. is Adobe’s

biggest buyout ever. Figma helps design interactive

mobile and web applications, while Adobe sells

software for creating, publishing, promoting

content, and managing documents. Adobe believes

that Figma will play a crucial role in improving its

flagship applications and bolster its appeal to

creative art professionals. With the latter of the

market, the list of companies capable of

challenging Adobe’s market just got meaningfully

smaller! Moreover, this partnership would give

Figma users access to Adobe’s photography,

illustration, and video technology -- all under the

same roof. The transaction is expected to close in

2023, with Figma continuing to operate as a stand-

alone product under the leadership of Dylan Field

(Figma’s founder). Wall Street panned this deal as

too expensive, causing Adobe’s share price to

plunge 17% (the steepest since 2010). Will this

deal give birth to a new giant or fuel investors’

skepticism further?

Rivigo Gets Acquired At a Steep Haircut in

Valuation

Cash-strapped, India’s first trucking

unicorn, Rivigo, has been acquired by

third-party logistics solution provider, Mahindra

Logistics Ltd. (MLL) for ₹225cr, on a slump sale

basis. A slump sale is when a company sells an

undertaking for a lumpsum amount without taking

the value of individual assets and liabilities into

consideration. This deal marks a significant value

erosion for Rivigo as it has been acquired at less

than 1x its revenue, whereas in September 2019, it

was valued at around $1.05bn. Last month, Rivigo

was in early-stage talks with Flipkart’s logistics

arm, Ekart, and omnichannel baby products

retailer, FirstCry, for a potential sale as the

trucking giant was unable to raise fresh funds in

the market. This acquisition is expected to augment

MLL’s business operations by taking advantage of

Rivigo’s robust network, technology, and process

capabilities. However, post-acquisition, Rivigo will

continue to own its truck fleet and have the rights

to the full truckload operations.

The Birth of a Veritable Fintech Giant

After a year-long struggle,

the competition watchdog, CCI,

has finally approved, India’s biggest fintech deal —

Prosus-backed PayU Payments Pvt. Ltd.'s all-in-cash

acquisition of IndiaIdeas.com (BillDesk) for a

whopping $4.7bn. This deal is considered the

second biggest acquisition in the Indian digital

ecosystem after Walmart acquired Flipkart. BillDesk

is a payment aggregator platform that provides

biller network solutions through the Bharat Bill

Payment System and enables the collection of

recurring payments. Meanwhile, Netherland-based

PayU is a leading payment service provider to

online merchants. This acquisition will make the

combined entity handle around 4bn transactions a

year, which is four times PayU’s current size in India.

Moreover, BillDesk’s banking partnerships and near-

monopoly in payment processing for government

agencies will provide a new market for PayU,

thereby helping the latter address the gaps in its

portfolio. This valuation is a bargain for Prosus! Had

BillDesk been listed on the stock exchange, it would

have been priced higher!

Will Tata Get a Sip Of Bisleri?

The consumer arm of India’s salt-to-steel

conglomerate, Tata Consumer Products

Ltd (TCPL), has been actively exploring strategic

acquisitions. As a result, Tata is probably gunning

for a stake in India’s largest, Parle-owned,

packaged drinking water brand, Bisleri

International. The company is open for acquisition

through its consumer wing or at the group level. Tata

already owns brands such as Tata Gluco+, Tata

Copper Plus, and Himalayan Water — all of which

Bisleri's upscale line Vedica Himalayan fiercely

competes with. If this acquisition materializes, it’ll be

a coup for Tata as Bisleri accounts for 32% of

India’s organized bottled water market and has an

unmatched distribution network ranging from chemist

shops to airports to bulk water delivery, anywhere.

Moreover, the Indian packaged water industry is

estimated to witness a CAGR of 13.25%, which

would be a big bonus to the deal!



YouTube Testing the Waters

People have become extremely impatient, and that

is exactly what YouTube plans to capitalize upon.

The Alphabet-owned company wants more people

to join its paid premium program, which offers

various benefits like ad-free videos, access to the

YouTube Music app, and also enables the Picture-

in-Picture mode while watching the content. To

facilitate this, the company silently implemented a

new ad format called "bumper ads" for some of its

YouTube Free users. Under this initiative, the

platform will show 5 unskippable ads of 6 seconds

each before certain videos are played. This matter

was discreet until the users who fell victim to this

bumper ad strategy expressed their

disappointment on Twitter. YouTube’s aim was

simply to test the waters by challenging the

patience levels of the people and thereafter

gauging their response. To enjoy ad-free content,

users have three options: they can either subscribe

to YouTube’s Premium version (the desired outcome

of the company), block the ads via Chrome’s ad

blocker, or restore to other "cracked" versions of

YouTube like YouTube Vanced. As of now, most

users of YouTube Free are only receiving up to 2

ads before their video starts, but it is not known

whether the "5-ad format" change will be rolled

out to all YouTube Free users soon. Moreover, the

company has recently clarified that they have

concluded this experiment.

TRATEGY
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The Boring Company’s Not-So-Boring Initiative

Bricks made from dirt! Yes, you heard that right. Elon Musk’s The Boring Company (TBC) nailed the strategic

cost-cutting game in 2018 by producing bricks from the dirt excavated from its tunnels. Musk once

expressed his anger over the traffic congestion he faced while commuting through a Twitter post. To resolve

this issue, he decided to construct an underground transportation system by digging tunnels, which gave birth

to TBC. It was estimated that the cost of removing the dirt accounted for about 15% of the tunnel’s total

construction cost. To recoup this, the company decided to recycle the muck to make LEGO-like bricks

available for only 10 cents on the market. As per Musk, these bricks are superior to cinderblocks as they

are much stronger and bored in the middle, thereby making them light and earthquake-proof. This, indeed,

was a masterstroke by the company. They not only forayed into the construction industry by providing

differentiated and low-cost housing solutions to the public but also improved their margins.

Reliance Re-Launches Campa

The first innings of the soft drink company, Campa,

started in 1977 with the exit of the Coca-Cola

Company and ended in the early 2000s. By this

time, Coca-Cola had re-entered the Indian market

and its duopoly with PepsiCo caused Campa’s

downfall. However, the ₹22cr acquisition of

Campa by Reliance Industries will re-launch the

former in the Indian market by October 2022.

Most believe that this is Reliance’s strategy to scale

up its FMCG business through the re-introduction of

a product that once enjoyed monopoly power in

the country. This, in turn, safeguards the company’s

concern about its product's acceptability in the

market. Moreover, this acquisition is in line with

Reliance’s strategy to expand its FMCG business

via small-sized deals valued at a few crores. A

nostalgia strategy with a blend of nationalism and

the introduction of attractive price points might be

the company’s go-to technique for reinstituting

Campa in the market and raising the competition in

the industry. However, the people who could

emotionally connect with the brand are outside

Campa’s target audience, as most are now in their

50s and 60s. Hence, this nostalgia approach might

not work well for the company. However, let’s see

if Reliance will be able to topple the market in the

long run.
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The Multi-Purpose Marketing Initiative

The scope of advertisements has gone way beyond

just highlighting the USP of the product or service

being promoted. Brands are simultaneously trying

to adversely affect their competitors’ advertising

campaigns to market their products. Volkswagen’s

marketing initiative is the best fit for the same.

To promote its new Golf GTI in Australia

Volkswagen turned its TV commercial into an

interactive racing competition. Towards the end of

its 30-second allotted slot, Volkswagen displayed a

QR Code. When scanned from the smartphone, this

code would redirect its viewers to a site where they

could take part in a championship to win a brand

new Golf GTI. Moreover, this event was so

strategically curated that it lasted for exactly the

length of the whole ad break, i.e., roughly 3

minutes. This marketing initiative was something out-

of-the-box as it offered multiple advantages.

Besides helping the company to advertise its car, it

also distracted the viewers from watching any other

commercials during that ad break. Moreover,

Volkswagen paid for a 30-second ad slot but

captured viewers’ attention for about 3 minutes.

Lastly, to create hype for its car and enlighten

people about its unique features, Volkswagen

curated an online gaming site for people to

practice car racing and get a hang of the new GTI

before taking part in the final championship.

Cleartrip Turns Every Ad into a Cleartrip Ad

What if you were told that you could visit Ladakh for the price of a microwave? Doesn’t it force you to

reconsider your choice of purchasing the electronic? Cleartrip brilliantly played the opportunity cost game

to impact human psychology and thereby market its services. It wanted people to know where they could

have traveled had they decided not to purchase the product under consideration for the time being. This

was Cleartrip’s initiative to seamlessly hijack all other ads in the newspaper and simultaneously nudge

people to explore new places via Cleartrip’s exciting offers.

At a time when print media advertising has almost lost its charm, the company turned every newspaper ad

into a Cleatrip Ad. All one had to do was scan any ad in the newspaper via the web application,

ortraveloncleartrip.com to unlock travel offers from Cleartrip for the same budget. Instead of going for the

conventional marketing strategy of direct advertisements, Cleartrip adopted a comparability approach to

market its services. This, in turn, is a classic example of guerrilla marketing.

Negative Marketing: The New Positive Nudge?

Can you imagine a company asking its audience to

not buy any of its products for the time being? It

goes against the conventional norms of marketing,

right? Not anymore! Xiaomi has established itself as

an industry outlier. Through its new marketing

campaign, the company has urged its target

audience to make economically viable and

informed decisions while purchasing technology.

"Don’t buy tech, yet" was its bold slogan for the

"DiwaliWithMi" sales campaign. This was an

indication for its customers to hold off until

September 20th, when the "Tech Ka Shubh

Muhurat" would begin. This would enable them to

buy their desired possessions at the best possible

prices by delaying their purchase to the

aforementioned date. Since the company’s target

audience is mostly the price-sensitive segment of

society, like students, newlyweds, and people who

have just started working, Xiaomi has tried to gain

their trust by ensuring them that the organization

thinks about their economic well-being too. This

quirky and psychologically-intriguing marketing

technique was Xiaomi’s attempt to create a distinct

brand image in the market when most companies

are looking for strategies to solely deepen their

pockets. It has also proved that marketing can go

way beyond spending oodles to rope-in celebrities

for advertising campaigns as the company conveys

its message through its employees.
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“India is the only country in the

world that has the potential of

generating 5-8x returns in the

current environment.”

-Krishna Memani

CIO, Lafayette College

“The India of today is #Atmanirbhar. India that

seeks to develop greater capabilities,

strengthen its own supply chains, excite its

innovators and encourage its talents. An India

that is exporting more, inventing more,

collaborating more and working more

effectively”

- Dr. S Jaishankar

Minister of External Affairs of India

“The falling value of rupee is worrying

for India, not so much in itself, but

because it’s a movement in the opposite

direction to the one sought by the govt.

This hurts credibility, slows investment &

fuels inflation. RBI is doing its best. What

we need is better fiscal policy.”

-Kaushik Basu

Former Chief Economist, World Bank
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